DESCRIPTION:
T5 Safety Tube guard Sleeves guard against the inherent dangers of fluorescent lamp breakage by retaining the shattered glass and phosphors. They are made from polycarbonate featuring high tensile strength and high impact strength when at low temperatures. Sleeves protect against dirt, dust, bugs, and flying insects.

FEATURES & BENEFITS:
Reduce cleaning cycles and minimize lamp replacement due to breakage. Snug end caps hold lamps in place even if broken, preventing tubes from falling.

SIZE & COLOR:
T5's are 3/4” OD x .020 wall with standard 4’ and 8’ lengths. If the customer needs a custom length please call for details. Each tube guard includes 2 black end caps.

STANDARD COLORS INCLUDE:
Amber, Light Blue, Medium Blue, Dark Blue, Bronze, Bug Yellow, Clear, Gold, Green, Specialty Green, Grey, Hot Pink, Incandescent Yellow, Matrix, Light Pink, Purple, Red, Royal Blue, Smoke, and Yellow.

Call for pricing. All products are proudly made in the USA.